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Abstract

The application of biometrics technology in all areas of people's lives in today's intelligent era. With the advantages of high
accuracy and contactless, iris recognition is an important and challenging research area. In this work, an application of the
combined network model based on EfficinetNet-b0 is presented in iris recognition, which integrates iris segmentation,
normalization, iris feature extraction and matching into a unified network. The network model has high parameter efficiency and
speed. Compared with previous deep iris recognition network, the network architecture has three characteristics: (1) Compared
with most existing training and phase adjustment algorithms, it is end-to-end trainable. (2) Grad-cam has class recognition and
high resolution. It provides a good visual interpretation. (3) An effective and smaller baseline model is proposed that balances the
depth, width and resolution of the network based on the scaling model and achieves better results. The hybrid iris databases,
composed of CASIA Thousand and Mmu2 ,proves that the accuracy and efficiency of the composite network framework are
better than those of the previous network framework. The visualization of data sets is validated, which proves that the combined
model is robust to iris image localization.
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Whenever people pay for mobile phones, use ATM, log on to websites, pass security checks, or enter the security
domain, they cannot operate without authentication[1]. Biometric features (fingerprints, iris, face) are widely used in
identity authentication because of their uniqueness, lifelong invariance and security[2]. Common biometrics
technologies include face recognition[3], iris recognition, speech recognition[4], object recognition[5] and so on.
Nevertheless, iris recognition is more reliable than face and fingerprint recognition, and has non-invasive and
stability [6]. It was first proposed by Burch[7], an ophthalmologist, and various iris recognition techniques have
emerged since then.
Now the main flow of iris recognition[8]is: (1) iris image acquisition. Iris image acquisition is that ordinary cameras
can not capture clear iris texture, because people's iris physical size is relatively small, and need some near infrared
light cooperation. (2) Iris image processing. It needs to be effectively segmented and normalized. (3) Iris image
feature comparison. Traditional iris recognition methods require users to cooperate actively and recognize according
to the instructions[9]. Therefore the user experience is very poor. Compared with traditional feature recognition
algorithms, the biggest advantage of in-depth learning is to improve the robustness and generalization ability of the
model to image noise on the premise of improving the accuracy[10,11]. The reference of deep learning makes the
requirement of iris recognition system for image quality less strict than that of traditional algorithms[12]. Deep
learning is a data-driven recognition process and adds the collected image samples of eye deflection, occlusion and
attitude change[13]. The training model can recognize iris features very high accuracy.
Our main work is to propose a end-to-end deep neural network for iris recognition, which is superior to traditional
iris recognition algorithms in accuracy and efficiency, such as wavelet transform [14,15], SVM[16], Resent[17],
SeNet[18], and so on. It has good robustness to the experimental databases.

2.related work

2.1 CNNs in Iris Recognition

In recent years, deep learning has been widely used in various fields of artificial intelligence[19]. Deep learning is
not a pre-customized equation to obtain design drivers, but a process acceleration in operation through data
collection, self-learning and training[20]. Deep convolutional neural network have also been widely used in iris
recognition, which is very effective for classification and recognition scenarios. A general open source Osiris iris
recognition architecture is proposed for iris segmentation in [21]. Furthermore, deep learning based on deception
and contact lens detection can be done in [22,23]. The iris recognition method based on periocular recognition is
proposed to extract deep features from VGG network in [24]. [25] proposed 9-layer deep-iris network for
heterogeneous iris verification.[26] used higher levels to use two deep network for iris recognition tasks.
Although the above CNN have shown good results, they are mainly limited to the design of the network, because
the selection of layers is limited by the size of training database. [27] proposed CNN architecture, to a certain
extent, breaks through this limitation and achieves good results by using and challenging the task of iris
recognition in ImageNet. Among them, [28] proposed AlexNet model ,extended version of traditional LeNet,
relies on large-scale training database and more computing power, and improves the running speed of GPU. [29]
skipped connection layer and make use of the output of two continuous convolution layers to the next layer. [30]
designed feedforward for each layer of CNN can alleviate the problem of gradient disappearance, enhance feature
propagation and reuse, and reduce the number of calculation parameters.

2.2 model scaling of CNN

Convolutional neural networks need to be developed at a fixed cost and efficiently accomplish image recognition
tasks using existing resources. It is necessary to understand the CNN model. By enlarging convnets, the network
layer is extended from rensend-18 to resnet-200, but the effect is not better with the increase of the number of
layers, and the network model is not well understood[31]. Balancing the depth, width and resolution of the
network is very important for the expression ability of convnets. It can obtain more resource utilization and
increase the accuracy and efficiency of iris recognition. [17] used depth zooming convnet, [32] usesd width
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zooming convent, and [33] uses image resolution zooming model, these methods adjust one of the three-
dimensional in a single way.
Model network compression is a common method to improve efficiency by reducing model size through
transaction accuracy[34,17,35] . Neural Architecture Search is becoming more and more popular in designing
efficient mobile size convnets[36,37]. By adjusting the network width, depth, convolution core type and size
extensively, it achieves better efficiency than manual mobile size convnets. Some methods can scale convnet for
different resource constraints: RsNet[17] can reduce or increase layer by adjusting network depth, while Wide
ResNet[38] and Mobilet [39]can extend the width channel through the network. The input image resolution is also
helpful to improve the efficiency of the network model. And the depth and width of the network involved are
important for the expression of convnets.
Although these methods can improve model performance by scaling a single dimension, there are still ways to
effectively extend convnet to better efficiency and accuracy. The overall performance is improved by scaling the
available resources to balance all dimensions of network width, depth and image resolution. Our work is based on
the EfficientNet-b0 baseline model [40], which uses a set of fixed proportional coefficients to scale each
dimension evenly, and improves accuracy and efficiency through automl and model scaling.

2.3 CNN model visualization

A good visual interpretation can determine the deviation of data sets, enhance the accuracy of CNN model, and
provide a reasonable explanation for unreasonable prediction. Through high resolution, the interesting part of the
image is determined and the classification is carried out. At the same time, visual interpretation is given, and the
work of labeling image position is just completed, so there is no need for tedious manual labeling. Part of the
work is based on pixel spatial gradient visualization[41,42], which are high resolution, and highlights the points
of interest in CNN prediction, but do not have category recognition. Other visualization methods can maximize
the synthesis of image activation network units [43, 44]. Although these tasks can be high-resolution class
recognition, they visualize a model rather than predict a particular input image. Although can be high-resolution
class recognition, these works only visualize the model and not the predicted specific input image[45].
Recently, Class Activation Mapping (CAM) localization method [46] modifies the image classification CNN
architecture without any full connection layer, so as to realize class-specific feature map. CAM is only applicable
to the specific type of CNN architecture implemented. It needs to modify the original model structure, limit the
application scenario, and increase the cost of training model. The technology–Gradient-weighted Class Activation
Mapping (Grad-cam)[47] is not required any modifications to the network. In contrast to CMA, Grad-cam uses
the global average of gradients to calculate weights. This work applies ResNets [17] visualization to image
classification.

3 .Network Design

3.1 CNN structure

After we get the image, we segment the effective part of it, normalize it, extract the feature using CNN, and
classify it using the depth learning framework, as shown in Figure 1. The frame feature extraction framework of
simplified CNN includes convolution layer, pooling layer, activation function and connection layer[48]. The
convolution layer design is the core of the CNN framework for iris recognition. Several iris feature maps
constitute a convolution layer, which is obtained by the fixed convolution operation on the input image. Different
convolution kernels can extract different features. The iris image region is processed by the pooling layer in the
way of down-sampling and the key modal features are obtained. However, the depth of the iris image feature map
should be abstracted and dimensionality reduced. The activation function is introduced to classify the iris feature
classification samples obtained from the collected samples in a non-linear way. Finally, the feature expression is
mapped to the label space. By designing the full connection layer, the three-dimensional RGB images are mapped
with one-dimensional labels, and the information is transformed into one-dimensional space.
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Figure1 An Iris Recognition Framework Based on CNN Features

3.2. EfficientNet-b0 network

We propose an end-to-end full convolution depth network for iris recognition. EfficientNet-b0 [40] baseline is
used to scale the composite model of the neural network, and a set of fixed scaling coefficients is used to scale
each dimension evenly, including width, depth and resolution. Balancing all dimensions with available resources
will best improve overall performance. As shown in the figure 2, there are several strategies for model scaling.

Figure2 Model Scaling
The composite scale method is divided into two steps. The first step is to search the grid under fixed resource
constraints and find the relationship between different scales of the baseline model. The second step is to apply
these coefficients to extend the baseline to target size or target cost calculation. Compared with previous scaling
methods, the composite scaling method can improve the accuracy and efficiency of the model. Model scaling
largely depends on the baseline network. Our baseline network model EfficientNet-b0 searches and optimizes the
accuracy and efficiency of network architecture through the automl-mnas network. The final network uses mobile
inverted bottleneck convolution (MBConv), and finally enlarges the baseline model network. In the ImageNet ,
EfficientNet-b0 has a good performance. The figure 3 shows the EfficientNet-b0 baseline network model.

Figure3 EfficientNet-b0 network model
4. Data visualization

EfficientNet-b0 models rely more on baselines. Through more abstraction layers and tighter end-to-end integration
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training, superior performance can be achieved, but there is a lack of interpretability. This interpretability improves
the transparency of the model and ensures the reliability of the model. Traditional interpretable algorithms are based
on rules or expert systems [49]. They give each part an intuitive interpretation through manual design but not
accurate. [50] proposed Class Activation Mapping (CAM) model for recognition, which restricts the use of
classified image classification and skips all connected layers.This work balances the complexity and performance of
the model to improve the transparency of the model work. Grad-cam technology uses the gradient of any target
concept to flow into the final convolution layer to generate a rough localization map, highlighting the important
areas used to predict the concept in the image [47].
Unlike the cam model, grad cam is more suitable for the efficientnet-b0 model and has good generalization ability.
Grad-cam adds fine-grained visualization technology based on gradient CAM technology to realize high-resolution
visualization of class discrimination, and applies it to iris classification model. In our new model , visualizations
help to find reasonable explanations for seemingly unreasonable predictions and robust to adversarial images. After
adding Grad Cam, we are more loyal to the basic model, and our model is better than the baseline model. Our visual
model can more accurately identify the interest points in the image, better reveal the credibility of the classification
model, and help to identify the deviation in the data set, reducing the error of manual labeling.Grad-cam uses
gradient information to flow into the last convolution layer of the CNN model to understand the decisions made by
each neuron. Bing explains the possible decisions made by the network and increases the transparency of the
network.
As shown in the figure 4, we take an image and a kind of interested image as input, propagate the image forward
through the model of the CNN part, and then calculate the original score of the class by calculating a specific task.
Then, the signal is propagated back to the calibration convolution feature map of interest. We combine these charts
to calculate the position of the gradient cam to indicate where the model makes a specific decision. Finally, by
multiplying the thermal map with the guide map, the visualization of the guide cam with high resolution and specific
concepts is obtained. Combining cam with model, iris image location and visualization are realized. See Part 5 for
details.

Figure4 Grad-cam model overview

5.Experiment

5.1 Databases

CASIA Thousand[51] is a subset of CASIA iris V4 database, which contains 20,000 near infrared images
captured from 1,000 individuals. The picture was taken with the IKEMB-100 camera. It's an iris product. This is
an adult eye camera with a user-friendly interface. The database contains specimens with glasses and specular
reflections. Image is limited by high contrast and high quality. The resolution of all images is [640 x 480]. An
example of this database is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: eye socket samples from CASIA Thousand database
Mmu2 iris database [52] consists of 995 iris images. The iris image of Panasonic BM-ET100US Authentica is
captured by visible light, which has a wider range of operation and is 47-53 centimeters away from the user. The
collected iris image reflects the pupil spot and hair, eyelashes, eyebrows and other noise. The database collects
iris from people of different nationalities and ages in different parts of the world. These images are collected from
different ages and environments. Each eye contributes 5 iris images and randomly includes more images with
glasses and contact lenses. The resolution of all images is [320x 238]. An example of this database is shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. eye socket samples from Mmu2 database
In this work, we select CASIA Thousand and mmu2 iris databases and randomly extract 50 samples as
experimental samples to form a mixed iris databases. Each sample contains at least 10 iris image samples, and
uniformly modify the image format. The universality and sufficiency of sample size of mixed iris sample set
ensure the diversity of experimental data. 60% of the samples in the mixed iris databases are used as training set
and 40% as valid set . All experiments and discussions are given in section 5.3.

5.2 Visual evaluation of iris image

We evaluate the performance of Grad-cam model in iris image classification .We evaluated the mixed data sets of
iris. Similar to classification, iris image classification is predicted. An image is given. Firstly, we obtain class
prediction from our network model, and then generate gradient cam graph classification for each prediction value
and binarize it. The threshold is 10% of the maximum intensity. This leads to connected pixel segments, and we
draw boundaries around the single largest segment. As shown in Figure 7, we evaluated the iris model in the pre-
trained off-the-shelf EfficientNet-b0 model, and the visual positioning results of the data set were not very good.
The results showed that the iris location was deviated.As shown in Figuere 8, the positioning effect of gradient
cam is obviously higher than that of the previous model.

）
(a) Original iris image

(b) Iris location image
Figure 7 EfficientNet-b0 model
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(a) Original iris image

(b) Iris location image
Figure8 Combination of EfficientNet-b0 and Grad-CAM

5.3comparative evalution

In the experiment, we use CASIA Thousand and Mmu2 hybrid iris database to verify the generalization ability of
network structure. We also compared the current popular CNN framework, which has achieved good results on
ImageNet[], and introduced it to iris recognition, and compared the performance of the same data set. We use two
GPUs in GTX1080TI for deep learning training, which has a faster speed. The training set and validation
accuracy curve of the corresponding models in Figure 9 and the loss curve of the train and valid set of the
corresponding models in Figure 10.

(a)EfficientNet-b0 (b)MixNet_I

(c)ResNet50 (d)ResNext50

(e) SeNet154 (f)SeresNext
Figure9 Accuracy Curve of CNN Model train and vaild databases
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(a) EfficientNet –b0 (b)MixNet_I

(c) ResNet50 (d)ResNext50

(e)SeNet154 （f）SeresNext
Figure10 Loss Curve of CNN Model train and vaild databases

The accuracy of the six CNN models in Fig. 2 corresponds to the error curve of the CNN model in Fig. 3. After 100
iterations in the mixed databases, all six CNNs eventually converge, but the convergence rate of the Efficientnet-b0
and MixNet_I models is the fastest. Within 10 iterations, the accuracy rate of the six CNNs is over 98%, and the
error rate is less than 2%, which is the same. As a result, ResNet50 needs 40 iterations, ResNext50 needs more than
45 iterations, SeNet154 needs 30 iterations, SeresNext needs 40 iterations, and there are large fluctuations in the
iteration process, so the robustness of iris recognition image is poor. Thus, the Efficiency Net-b0 and MixNet_I
models have high efficiency and good convergence for iris recognition. Table 1 shows the accuracy and loss of train
databases and valid databases for 100 iterations of mixed data sets, from which we can see that EfficientNet-b0 still
maintains high accuracy and low error rate for iris recognition. Its accuracy is enough to meet the needs of iris
recognition.
Table1 Accuracy and Error of 100 Training and Testing Table1 Iterations

Based on the same
GPU and mixed data sets, we conduct in-depth learning training for these CNN frameworks. As shown in the figure
11, we iterate over 100 times for mixed iris databases, with EfficientNet_bo running the lowest time for each
iteration. The iteration time of MixNet_I is twice as long as that of EfficientNet-bo, and SeNet 154 is eight times as
long. It can be seen that our iris recognition model has a faster recognition rate, which is helpful to achieve iris
recognition faster with limited resources.

Model Train_acc Train_loss Vaild_acc Vaild_loss
EfficientNet_bo 1 1.07% 99.65% 0.41%

mixnet_l 99.67% 2.02% 1 0.65%
resnext50d 97.86% 9.59% 99.5% 1.80%
resnet50 98.49% 6.5% 99.75% 2.18%
seresnext 99.84% 1.31% 99.75% 0.72%
Senet154 1 0.19% 1 0.05%
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Figure11 Each iteration time of each model
Based on the comparative analysis of the above CNN experimental parameters, we propose an end-to-end
framework based on EfficientNet_bo for iris recognition with higher efficiency and accuracy. It has a certain
generalization ability for iris recognition and is suitable for more iris recognition scenarios.
6.Conclusion

In this work, we propose an end-to-end deep network model for iris recognition. Based on the convolutional neural
network model, we introduce an EfficientNet-b0 composite scale method, which balances the relationship between
the width, depth and resolution of the network model and makes better use of the target resources. The technology
of "visual interpretation" has been added to make the decision more transparent. Through experiments on mixed iris
databases, compared with other popular CNN frameworks, the model has better convergence, efficiency and
accuracy.
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